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Introduction 
The Bay Area is one of the most expensive and challenging 
housing markets in the country.1 On averagt', local 
households spend 48% of their income on housing, 
compared to 29% for the counh-y as a whole, and just 12% 
can afford the median priced homt•.2 A quarter of Bay 
Area renters meet HUD' s definition of severely housing 
burdened, dedicating more than 50 percent of their income 
to housing:1 

Anticipated growth will place even more pressure on the 
n~gion's housing market. The Association of Bay Area 
Governments (ABAG) projects an additional 1.9 million 
people and 1.6 million jobs by 2035.4 Meanwhile, new 
funding for transit approwd by Bay Area voh•rs will add 
100 new stations, many in already built-up areas, to the 
region's existing 300 rapid transit stations and transit 
corridors. 5 

Although the planned new transit facilities vvill help to 
accommodate much of the population growth, they also 
present a challenge. Researchers generally agree that new 
transit investment vvill bring higher property values to the 
surrounding an~a (t•xo•pt in the immt•diate vicinity of the 
transit station).6 This could spur a process of gentrification, 
which will be beneficial to some - but not to those who 
cannot bear rent incn•ases and are forced to leave the 
neighborhood. 

This n~port was prq)ared for ABAG as part of its 
Development without Displacement project funded by an 
environmental justice grant from CalTrans. This project 
is ml'.ant to increase regional and local understanding 
of gentrification and displacement, and in pm·ticular 
increase awareness of equitable development policies that 
jurisdictions can use to capture the bent>fits of new growth 
for their current residents. The purpose of this report is 
to create an early warning toolkit to help communities 
identify wht•ther their neighborhood is susceptible to 
gentrification as reinvestment occurs. This in tum suggests 
potential for displacement - but does not necessa1ily 
predict it. In order to understand futun• displanm1ent 
potential more fully, a jurisdiction would need to combine 
the toolkit with an assessment of its existing affordable 
housing policil'.s and stock, as wdl as the effects of any 
proposed redevelopment plan. 

Gentrification, 
dis:2lacement~ and TODs 
Since the tenn "gentrification" first appeared in the 
1960s, the dd,ate over its meaning and impact has only 
intensified.7 The definitions range from the purely 
economic (such as ne;v high-income households, housing 
invt•stment, or transition from renter- to owm•r-occupancy), 
to the demographic (influx of white households, college
educated residents, non-family households, etc.), to some 
combination. Some describe gentrification's impact as 
revitalization that for the most part benefits the entire 
neighborhood's population; others equate it directly ;vith 
the displacement of t'Xisting residl'.nts. 

How we define gentrification matters. Depending on its 
charactl'.ristics, this type of neighborhood changt' can be 
positive or negative. Neighborhood residents may benefit 
from the influx of new residents. For instance, a group 
of col1egt•-educatl'.d artists may aniw; instl'.ad of pushing 
up rents so that long-term residents cannot afford to stay, 
these newcomers may be renovating former connnercial 
spaces, creating public art, and offoring low-cost art 
classes. An increase in median household income in the 
neighborhood might reflect improved access to college 
l'.ducation for second-generation immigrants. A11 n•sidents 
will benefit from the presence of new services attracted 
by the rising neighborhood incomes. And, housing price 
appreciation might makt• it possible for families to sl'.11 their 
homes and move to neighborhoods with better amenities. 

At the same ti me, tht• influx of new residents and capital 
may be harmful. As reinvestment occurs and property 
values rise, the potential for different forms of indirect 
displaomient rises. Able to command higher rents on the 
market, landlords wi11 raise rents to the extent permitted by 
law, increasing tenant turnover. vVhile these increases may 
impact any tenant not residing in pt•rmanently affordabk 
housing, they are most likely to displace those already 
paying a disproportionate share of their income for rent, 
who are not able to squel'.ze their transportation or food 
budget any more to pay for housing. Whether the influx 
is of affluent homeowners or nontraditional households, 
the changt'S an~ likdy to tighten the housing market and 
make it difficult for new low-income residents to move in. 
Moreover, the new population will undoubtedly change 
the neighborhood's essential character, in somt' areas 
making it difficult to preserve historic significance.5 

Mission District, San Francisco 
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This n~port defim's gentrification as a proo•ss of 
neighborhood change that encompasses economic change 
in the form of increases in both real estate investment and 
household income, as well as demographic change in the 
form of increases in educational attainment. These changes 
may be highly correlated with racial/ ethnic transition 
as well, though this is not measured directly. Although 
some change could be coming from vvithin, as existing 
residents improve their economic circumstances, most is 
driven by exogenous forces, as evidenced by ho mt' prio• 
appreciation.q Thus, we differentiate gentrification from 
revitalization more generally, which consists simply of 
improwments in neighborhood incoml'. (due t•ither to 
newcomers or changes for existing residents). Specifically, 
this report uses the definition of genh·ification put forth 
by Freeman (2005), modified slightly for the Bay Area, to 
desa·ibe change in the decade of the 1990s: a central city 
neighborhood with housing price appreciation above the 
n~gional averagl'., increase in educational attainment abow~ 
the regional average, and household income at or below 
the 40th percentile of regional household income (roughly 
80% of median income, a standard ddinition oflow
income) in the starting year (as the process begins).w 

Though it is hdpful in idt>ntifying low-income 
neighborhoods in which the market is expressing interest, 
this definition does not include any measures of indirect 
displacement that occurs as tht• mdghborhood changes. 
Researchers have found that it is very difficult to define 
how much indirect and involuntary displacement is 
occurring in conjunction with mdghborhood change. The 
best estimate of the extent of involuntary displacement 
comes from Newman & Wyly (2006), ;vho find that up 
to ten percent of rental moves in Nl'.w York City occur 
due to displacement. However, New York City may be 
anomalous, due to a very hot rental market and stringent 
nmt control and stabilization laws. St•wral national studit'S 
suggest that gentrification and mobility are not strongly 
associated - in fact, poor renters are more likely to remain 
in gt>ntrifying areas than to depart.11 

Even whl'.n surw~y data on tht• reason for moving is 
available (as in New York City), it may be inaccurate.12 For 
instance, it may understate displacement by not surveying 
thosl'. who haw moved out of the city, or not including 
those who moved because of the threat- of a rent increase 
rather than an actual increase. But it may also overstate 
displaomient by including those experiencing trouble 
paying the rent due not to rent increases but personal 
economic hardship, such as the loss of a job, or landlord
tenant disagreements over who is n•sponsiblt• for building 
maintenance. 

Since it is so difficult to know why households move, 
another way of determining whether indirect and 
involuntary displacement is occurring is to look at 
t•victions. Court n~cords on evictions dt•scribe the n•asons 
for owner action. However, they are not available in 
database or aggregate format, with the exception of the 
few cities with nmt control laws that track t•victions 
carefully (e.g., San Francisco). In any case, one study of 
evictions data in Richmond found that only a very small 
share of housd1olds Wt'rl'. l'.victed for rent increases -
suggesting that either displacement is rm·e in low-income 
neighborhoods or, more likely, landlords cite other reasons 
when trying to evict hmants.13 

No research to date has explicitly examined the 
relationship betwel'.n transit investment and gl'.ntrification. 
But findings from many studies suggest that the area 
around rail transit stations may be particularly susceptible 
to gentrification - and potentially displacement as wdl -
for several reasons.J 4 It is well established that new transit 
stations incTease property values (except in their immediate 
vicinity), bt•caust' of thl'. improwd acn•ssibility they bring. 
Also, when built in urban areas, these neighborhoods 
are more economically and racially diverse than other 
mdghborhoods; they housl'. a rdatively large share oflow
income households (many of whom are transit-dependent), 
and are likely to attract college-educated commuters and 
non-family households - l'.xactly the typl'.s of changes 
associated with gentrification (as we find in this study). 
Even the process of developing new transit facilities can 
spur displacement, since the disamenity of construction can 
result in temporary displacement that becomes permanent, 
or discourage the traditional neighborhood in-migrants 
from moving in. 

North Beach, San Francisco 
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In this report we demonstrate rnrrent (as of 2000) patterns 
of gentrification and, based on the factors behind that 
change, predict where it is most likely to occur in the future 
(Figure 1). Further, we identify a number of factors that 
may incrt:'ase the likdihood that residents are displaced 
by new development. However, we are not able either 
to describe ;vhere displacement has occurred or predict 
t:'xactly whl'.n~ it will take place in the future. Jn otht•r 
words, though we can use past trends to help predict how 
neighborhoods will change in the future, ;ve do not know 
whether existing (and new) residents are bent>fiting or 
ham1ed by the change. 

The following presents our findings in four sections. The 
first describes patterns of neighborhood change in the Bay 
Area from 1990 to 2000 (the most recent period for ;vhich 
reliable small-area data Wt're available), using census 
tracts, areas of approximately 4,000 residents, to represent 
neighborhoods and U.S. decennial census data for the 
analysis. The second looks specifically at change in the 
form of gentrification - which, though not extensive, is 
strongly associated with transit stations - and determines 
the factors that cause this type of change (again relying 
mostly on census data). This analysis allows us to predict 
fuhue susceptibility to gentiification; if an area scores high 
on the factors that cause gentrification, then it is likely 
to gentrify at some point in the future. A third analysis 
identifies other indicators that suggest the potential for 
displacement in the future. These analyses together 
comprise the early warning toolkit, and the next section 
uses the Lake Merritt station area as a case study to show 
how the toolkit might be used. A final section outlines 
steps for future research. 

A portrait of neighborhood 
change and transit in the 
Bay .Area, l 990 to 2000 
Every Bay Area neighborhood is going through some 
process of neighborhood changt'. One type of changt' is 
of course gentrification. By defining gentrification based 
on these factors - starting as a low-income neighborhood 
in a central location, and experiencing increases in 
household income and educational attainment greater 
than the Bay Area region as a whole - there are 102 
census tracts that gt>ntrified from 1990 to 2000 (7.3 % of 
the total tracts, with 6% of all households) (see Figure 2 
and Appendix Figures 1-6 for subregional maps). Thus, 
93% of Bay Area m•ighborhoods are going through other 
types of change. 'Ne can characterize these changes by 
looking at ho;v the distribution of household income 
changes in m•ighborhoods over timt'. Neighborhood 
income distributions may shift either thrnugh household 
turnover (out-migrants and in-migrants) or changes in 
income status for existing households. Although publicly 
available census data does not allow us to understand 
whether change is happening through turnover or existing 
households, it does paint a picture of income trends in the 
aggregate. 

Neighborhoods consist of housd1olds with incomes that 
fall into one of six categories relative to the m·ea median 
income (AMI) of the nine-county Bay Area. We chose 
the categories to rq)resent categories commonly used by 
affordable housing programs:15 

1) wry low income (less than 50% of AMI); 
2) low-income (50% to 80% of AMI); 
3) moderate income (80% to 100% of AMJ); 
4) high to moderate-income (100% to 120% of AMI); 
5) high income (120% -150% of AMI); 
6) very-high-income (150% of AMI and above). 

The analysis looks at neighborhood change from 1990 
to 2000 using the Neighborhood Change Database 
devdoped by Geolytics, Inc., a database which allows 
for the comparison of census tracts over time even when 
boundaries change.1

b Data on housing sales (to analyze 
gentrification) comes from Dataquick zip code data. 
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Figure 1. Process of neighborhood change. 
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Figure 2. Typology of neighborhood change, 1990-2000. 
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Figure 3. Relationship between transit accessibility and type of 
neighborhood change. 
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Tracts that are becoming bipolar are seeing growth of 
households in both the lowest and highest of tht• six income 
groups, at the expense of the four groups in the middle.L' 
There are 220 bipolar tracts in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
about 16 percent of the total (see Figun~ 3).18 This type of 
change often occurs in areas with concentrations of both 
permanently affordable housing and new high-end units. 

Other types of change include becoming more middle 
income, becoming lower income, or becoming upper 
focome. 19 Middle income m•ighborhood change occurs 
when the share of population in the two middle income 
categories is greater in 2000 than in 1990, and is over 25 % 
by 2000. 141 (ten pt•1-cent) of Bay An~a tracts are becoming 
more middle income, many in the limer-ring suburbs 
which have experienced an influx of first-time homebuyers. 
Likewise, lowt•r income change (448 tracts, 32 percent of 
the total) occurs when the share in the two lower i11come 
categories is greater in 2000, and the ending point is at 
least 25 pt•rcent. These areas a re m ost1 y in the urban con~ 
and ex-urban frlilge. Concentrated mostly in areas that 
are already affluent, upper income change (300 tracts, 21 
percent) is whtm the share in the top two income categories 
is greater in 2000, with a ending share of 25 percent or 
more. "Other" (185 tracts) is a residual category and seems 
to consist of a mix of tracts where there is no systematic 
pattern of change. 

Most (85) of the gentrifying tracts are located within a 
half-mile walk from a rail and forry transit station (see 
Appendix Table 1), half in San Francisco and the other half 
in Alameda and Santa Clara counties. It is not surprising 
that many gt>ntrifying mdghborhoods are located adjacent 
to transit, si11Ce studies have shown tlw residential market 
pressures around TODs. But ;vhat is striking is the contrast 
bt•tween neighborhoods t'Xpt•riencing gentrification as 
their predominant fom1 of neighborhood change and 
those undergoing different types of change: gentrifying 
mdghborhoods are nearly twice as likely to be located 
within one-half mile of transit than any other kind of 
neighborhood (figure 3). 

As is evident ill Appendix Table 1, many of tl1ese transit 
stations (42 in total) are BART or BART plus other modes; 
22 an• Muni Mdro (or Muni plus other modes); twelve 
Caltrai11, ten VT A, eight Amtrak, four ferry stations, and 
even four cable car stops! Thus, gentiification can occur 
around many different forms of transit. Though this 
analysis does not incorporate bus transit stops, it should 
be noted that bus lines nm through almost all of the 
gt>ntrifying census tracts. 



Predicting susceptibility 
to gentrification in the Bay Area 
Vv11at types of nt:'ighborhoods are most susceptibk to 
gentrification? To answer this question, we can look 
at the 102 tracts that gentrified from 1990 to 2000 and 
examim' what they were like in 1990. Using multivariate 
regression, we can identify different types of factors that 
make a neighborhood more likely to gentrify.20 These 
might be demographic factors, such as types of families 
in the neighborhood; income factors, such as the extent 
to which local households are experiencing high rent 
burdens; transportation factors, such as rdiance on transit 
for the commute; housing factors, such as a large share 
of rental housing; locational factors, such as where the 
neighborhood lies in the region; and amenitit:'S, including 
pm·ks and community facilities. 21 

Tablt• l lists the nineteen factors that lay behind 
gentrification in the 1990s, showing whether they had a 
positive influence, causing more gentrification, or negative 
influence, causing less. The tabk ranks the variables' 
significmlCe and shows the most important ones in bold; 
since these factors are many times more important than the 
others, it is worth examining them in more detail. 

Availability of amenities and public transportation top 
the list of factors (see Figures 7-12 in Appendix). More 
than who lived in the neighborhood in 1990, or where it 
was located within the n•gion, or ewn the characteristics of 
the neighborhood, what was most important in attracting 
change and investment to the area ;vas the proximity of 
amenities such as youth facilities and public space (and 
to a lesser extent, small parks), as well as the convenient 
location of transit (as evidenced by a high share of transit 
commuters). Inten•stingly, two of these variables were 
more likely to cause neighborhoods not to gentrify (i.e., 
;vere negative in influence): the presence of public/ 
nonprofit recreational facilifa~s and a concentration of 
homes with more than three cars. The latter variable 
simply reflects auto-oriented outer suburban areas that are 
not likely to gentrify anyway because they are not central 
locations. Though more research is needed to understand 
;vhy recreational facilities deter gentrification, it may be 
bt•caust' they draw heavy traffic from more disadvantaged 
groups. 

Table 1. Factors behind gentrification in the 1990s. 

Variable type Variable Direction Rank 

Transportation % of workers taking transit Positive 4 

Youth facilities per 1,000 Positive 3 

Public space per 1,000 Positive 5 

Amenities Small parks per 1,000 Positive 17 

Demographic % non-family households Positive 8 

% of dwelling units in buildings with 5+ units Positive 7 

% of dwelling units in buildings with 3-4 units Positive 10 

% renter-occupied Positive 13 

Housing Public housing units Positive 19 

Income diversity Positive 6 

Income % of renters paying > 35% of income Positive 11 

Location Distance to San Jose Positive 14 

% of dwelling units with three or more cars 
Transportation available Negative 2 

Amenities Recreational facilities per 1,000 Negative 1 

% married couples w/ children Negative 9 

Demographic % non-Hispanic white Negative 12 

Housing Median gross rent Negative 18 

Income % of owners paying > 35% of income Negative 15 

Location Distance to San Francisco Negative 16 



Three income variables (Figures 13-15 in Appendix) make 
a significant difforence in whetht•r a mdghborhood will 
gentrify. Income diversity is a very important indicator: 
if an area is more diverse, i.e., has relatively equal 
n~presentation across the six incomt' groups, then it is mon~ 
likely to attract this fom1 of neighborhood change. 

Likewise, if there is a high share of rentt•rs who pay over 
35 % of their income for rent, then the neighborhood is 
more susceptible.22 It is easy to envision what occurs in this 
case: as an influx of newcomers increases area rents, these 
overburdened renters find themselves unable to pay an 
even higher share of their income for rent, so they depart, 
leaving more vacancies for new gt>ntrifiers. In contrast, 
neighborhoods with concentrations of overburdened 
owners are less likely to gentrify, perhaps because 
the neighborhoods with high concentrations ofhomt' 
ownership tend to be more affluent. 

One predictabk, but important, demographic variable 
that leads to gentrification is a larger share of nonfamily 
households. In contrast, the more non-Hispanic whites 
are in the an•a, the less likely it is to gentrify: the most 
susceptible areas are those where the majority is minorities. 
Likewise, the more married couples with children, the 
less likely the area is to gentrify (though there are some 
exceptions in areas with concentrations of Latino families, 
e.g., San Jose) (Figures 16-18 in the Appendix). 

Finally, four types of housing vm·iables, closely related 
to each other, matter significantly (Figures 19-23 in the 
Appendix). In particular, tht• hight•r the share of multi
unit buildings (with tln·ee or more units) and the higher 
the share of renter-occupied housing, the more likely the 

area is to gentrify, perhaps because change can occur 
more rapidly through turnover of n~ntal units.23 Not 
surprisingly, the higher the median gross rent, the less 
likely the area is to gentrify (since it may be affluent 
already). Finally, the higher tht• numlK~r of public housing 
units, the more likely the area is to gentrify, perhaps 
because there is often a lot of mobility in neighborhoods 
adjanmt to public housing.24 

If these factors caused gentrification in the past, then they 
are likely to make neighborhoods more susceptible to 
gentrification in tile future. \Ve can look at how each tract 
scores on each of these factors to detem1ine whether it is 
likdy to gentrify by 2010 or shortly tht>n•after. 

For each tract, we look at whether it is above or beknv 
average on each of the ninett•en factors in 2000. For 
instance, tile East Northside neighborhood of San Jose 
has a below average share of non-Hispanic whites (13% 
compared to 50% in the n•gion) but an above average 
share of overburdened renters (35% compared to 30% 
in the region). Since tracts vvith a beknv average share 
of non-Hispanic whites are more likely to gt>ntrify, this 
neighborhood scores 1 on this factor; likewise, since tracts 
with above average rent-burdened households are more 
likdy to gentrify, this neighborhood also scores 1 on the 
rent burden factor. We total the scores across all nineteen 
factors to come up with the susceptibility index. Using this 
index, Figure 4 maps the susceptibility to gentrification 
across tl1e region (see also subregional maps in the 
Appendix), while Table 2 shows the 18 neighborhoods near 
transit deemed highly susceptible that haven't gentrified 
already. 

Chinatown, Oakland 
Photo: Center for C01nrnunity Innovation 



Figure 4. Projected susceptibility to gentrification in the future (2000-2010). 
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Table 2. Bay Area transit-oriented neighborhoods most susceptible to gentrification in the future. 

County Tract 
Susceptibility 

Neighborhood/City System 
Index 

Alameda 4013 18 Telegraph/23rd/Art Murmur BART 

Alameda 4021 17 West Oakland BART 

Alameda 4035 17 Broadway/Auto Row BART 

Alameda 4234 17 South Berkeley BART 

Alameda 4235 17 South Berkeley BART 

Cable Car, Central Subway, 
San Francisco 106 17 North Beach/ Telegraph Hill Street Car 

Downtown/Chinatown 
Alameda 4030 16 (Oakland) Ferry 

Alameda 4034 16 Lakeside (Oakland) BART 

Alameda 4037 16 Adams Point (Oakland) BART 

Alameda 4060 16 East Peralta (Oakland) BART 

Alameda 4224 16 Downtown Berkeley BART 

Alameda 4251 16 Emeryville Amtrak 

San Francisco 107 16 North Beach Cable Car, Street Car 

San Francisco 155 16 Japantown Cable Car* 

San Francisco 159 16 Western Addition Cable Car* 

San Francisco 163 16 Hayes Valley (West) MUNI Metro, Street Car 

Solano 2509 16 Downtown Vallejo Ferry 

Sonoma 1530.03 16 West Santa Rosa SMART 

*Note: Though the nearest rail transit station in these neighborhoods is the cable car, in practice the frc•qm•nt 38 Geary 
bus service likely attracts far more residents. 

To qualify as highly susceptibk, a tract has to 
score 1 on 16 or more factors, have a median income below 
the regional median, and be within one-half mile of a 
rail or forry transit station (to highlight impacts of transit 
investment). The most susceptible tracts are concentrated 
in or near downtown Oakland and San Francisco. 

Tracts that are moderately susceptible to gentrification 
have a score of 13, 14, or 15 on the index. There are 90 of 
thest:' tracts within one-half mile of transit, 61 of which 
have not gentrified afready. Though most are near the 
major do;·vntowns, they also appear in older suburbs 
and in urban low-income neighborhoods such as in 
East Oakland, Bayview in San Francisco, and the Inm 
T1iangle in Richmond. Table 2 in the Appendix shows the 
susceptibility kvels for all the tracts in thl'. Bay Area. 

If each of these factors contribute towards gentrification, 
there could in tht•ory be soml'. level or thn•shold for each 
at which the gentrification process becomes more likely. 
Although it is hard to pinpoint an exact threshold, it is 
possibk to compare the factors across gentrifying and 
non-gentrifying neighborhoods in order to determine the 
point at which gentrifying areas distinguish themselves. 

Table 3 shows the awrage level of each variable in 
gentrifying and non-gentrifying areas. For instance, in the 
gentrifying neighborhoods, 26% of the workers commute 
via transit (wrsus about 9% other mdghborhoods). Any 
neighborhood with that level of transit usage or more 
may be more susceptible to gentrification. Likewise, 
mdghborhoods with over 44 % non-family households may 
be more likely to gentrify. These numbers should not be 
taken as exact thresholds, but rather approximate levels at 
which to watch for multiple signs of gentrification. 

Each of these factors has a direct implication for planning. 
This rest•arch has shown that accessibility to transit (and 
inconvenience for multiple-car households) makes a 
neighborhood much more likely to gentrify. This suggests 
that whem•ver planners mah~ transit improvements, thl'.y 
should also examine how to preserve and create more 
pemianently affordable housing, whether through joint 
developmt>nt, coordination with the housing dement, 
partnerships with nonprofits, or other means. 



Table 3. Mean factor levels in gentrifying and non-gentrifying neighborhoods. 

Average by 
Variable type Variable neighborhood type 

Non-gentrifying Gentrifying 
% of workers taking transit 8.7% 25.9% *** 

Transportation 
% of dwelling units with three or more cars available 22.3% 8.3% *** 

Recreational facilities per 1,000 residents 0.006 0.004 

Amenities 
Youth facilities per 1,000 residents 0.010 0.032 *** 

Public space per 1,000 residents 0.025 0.055 *** 

Small parks per 1,000 residents 0.189 0.300 *** 

% non-family households 31.7% 44.0% *** 

Demographic % non-Hispanic white 63.1% 28.9% *** 

% married couples w/ children 28.5% 16.7% *** 

% of dwelling units in buildings with 5+ units 20.4% 37.7% *** 
% of dwelling units in buildings with 3-4 units 5.9% 12.0% *** 

Housing % renter-occupied 

Median gross rent 

Public housing units 

Income diversity 

Income % of renters paying > 35% of income 

% of owners paying > 35% of income 

Location 
Distance to San Jose (miles) 

Distance to San Francisco (miles) 

'*'"Difference significant at p < .001 

Most amenities, from small parks to public space to 
youth facilities, seem to be strongly associated with 
gentrification. Again, this mah's an argument for linking 
planning for open space and other design improvements 
to various processes for planning and building affordable 
housing. Some amenitit:'S may actua11y dett:'r gentrification 
- for instance, this research found that the presence of 
recreational facilities was negatively associated with 
gentrification. TI1is finding wanants further rest:'arch, but 
does suggest the importance of developing amenities that 
explicitly support the existing population, rather than some 
potential future residt>nts. 

A number of factors lead to direct implications for 
affordabk housing planning. The association of non-family 
households witl1 gentrifying areas suggests that pla1mers 
might slow this type of neighborhood change by requiring 
buildings with larger units (e.g., three or more bedrooms) 
and amenities that cater to children or the elderly. Most 
susceptible to gentrification are neighborhoods vvith multi
unit, renter-occu pk'd buildings. 
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Cities with rent and eviction controls should make 
sure that these buildings remain protected; if they are 
project-based Section 8 or some other typt' of subsidized 
housing with expiring affordability provisions, cities 
should intervene pro-actively to ensure that they remain 
affordable. Rt•strictions on condo conw~rsion may also hdp 
to preserve affordable rental units. Finally, in areas where 
renters pay a disproportionately high share of income for 
rent, planm~rs should identify households with high nmt 
burdens and connect them to rental assistance programs. 
Proactive action may be able to preserve housing 
affordability for tenants as neighborhood rents rise. 



Other indicators of 
displacement potential 
Though we are not able to measure precisely how much 
displacement is taking place in neighborhoods due to 
gentrification, there are a variety of factors that make 
it more likely that displacement will occur in a certain 
neighborhood. Of tht• factors presented above, nmter 
occupancy and high rent burdens are likely the most 
strongly associated ;vith displacement, since renters may 
not have tht• choin'. to stay in their unit as rents increase. 
In addition, housing policy can prevent or accelerate 
displacement processes directly: two factors that drive the 
extent of displacement are rent control and availability of 
subsidized housing. 

Just nint' Bay Area cities have some form of rent control: 
Berkeley, Campbell, East Palo Alto, Fremont, Hayward, 
Los Gatos, Oakland, San Francisco, and San Jose. Almost 
all of thest' cities exempt more renmt buildings (typica11y 
those built from 1980 on) from the controls. Tiw strength 
of rent control legislation varies widely across cities by 
the types of units cown•d, the extent to which "landlord 
hardship" can be invoked to release units from rent control, 
and the amount that landlords are allowed to increase the 
rent or chargt' for improvements. Most cities now have 
vacancy decontrol, which has meant a steady decrease in 
the number of rent-controlled units. Almost all of these 
cities also have just cause eviction controls to protect 
renters, meaning that landlords can only evict with proper 
cause, such as a tenant's failure to pay rent or destruction 
of property. Combined, nmt and t•viction controls should 
help stem, though not halt altogether, the number of 
tenants displaced because of rising market rents in the 
neighborhood. 

The Bay Area has almost 90,000 units of public housing 
built undt•r tht• 1937 and 1949 Housing Acts. Some of 
this stock wi11 remain permanently affordable (especially 
if cities do one-for-one replacement as they renovate the 
projects into mixed-income dt•vdopments); however, 
some local cities are selling their scattered-site units and 
rehousing occupants via Section 8 vouchers. Moreover, 
nearly half of its subsidized housing stock now consists 
of units built since the 1970s, in the form of project-based 
Section 8 (approximately 20,000 units), Low Income 
J-fousing Tax Credit projects (almost 60,000 units), or 
other programs. Many of these programs have expiring 
affordability clauses; in other words, the govemment 
helpt•d to fund the projects based on a commitment to keep 
the units affordable to low-income families for a period 
of years (from 15 to 30). Projects that are in gentrifying 
areas and are not managed by nonprofits often convert 
the units to market-rate once the affordability clause 
expires. figures 5 and 6 illustrate the potential loss of 
subsidized housing because of expirations in tht• project
based Section 8 program; i£ a project is not managed by a 

nonprofit, it is deemed more likely to be lost to the market 
wht>n the project expin•s.25 Figure 5 shows tht• location of 
the 19,491 units available in 2010; by 2025 (Figure 6), just 
under 4,000 remain. lt is possible that more units will be 
retaim•d, as intermediaries such as tht• Local Initiatives 
Support Corporation work actively to transfer this stock to 
nonprofit management. But much depends on the amount 
of markd pressure in years to come. 

Housing policies drive the supply of affordable housing, 
but housd10ld incomes indicate the demand. Two income 
indicators suggest potential for displacement because of 
pressures on the family budget: the compound burden 
of housing and transportation costs, and thl'. burden of 
unaffordable mortgages resulting in foreclosure. 

TI1e Cenh•r for Neighborhood Technology (in collaboration 
with the Center for Transit-Oriented Development) has 
devised a methodology to estimate ho;v much households 
of different income levels pay for both housing and 
transportation (H+T). Overall, in the Bay A.:rea, households 
pay 48 % of their income for housing and transportation 
costs combined. J-fowever, low-income households pay a 
much greater share of their income for H + T: in fact, were 
it not for public subsidies that help pay for H+T, some 
low-incomt' housd1olds would find that the two combined 
exceed their entire income. Figure 7 maps H+T for families 
at the 25'h percentile of household income or below 
($35,000) for block groups in the Bay An•a. Low-income 
households living in the core areas and/ or near transit tend 
to have a much lower H+T (less than 65%) than households 
living in outer areas. Jn neighborhoods highly susceptible 
to gentrification, an H+ T that is disproportionately high 
indicates that residents are unlikely to be able to stay in 
the absence of supportive housing policit'S. Owra11, this 
indicator suggests more potential for displacement in outer 
suburbs, due to the high H+T. 

Tenderloin, San Francisco 
Photo: Center for Comnurnil.y Innovation 



Figure 5. Project-based Section 8 
Units in 2010 by zip code. 

Total Units: 19,491 
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Figure 6. Project-based Section 8 
Units in 2025 by zip code. 

Total Units: 3,914 
Units Lost (2010 - 2025): 15,577 
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Figure 7. Housing plus transportation costs for those at an 
income level of $35,000 or below, San Francisco Bay Area, 2000. 
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Another indicator is the incidence of preforeclosure 
notiu~s, the initial notio• of ddault when a household 
has not met its mortgage payment (Figure 8). Data on 
foreclosures is provided by private vendors at low cost 
and is typically available at three 1ewls: the prdoredosure 
notice, the auction (when the lender puts up the property 
for sale because of mortgage default), and the 1\EO 
(n•al estate owned), a propt•1ty that goes back to the 
mortgage company after an unsuccessful foreclosure 
auction. The preforeclosure stage is the best indicator 
of housing burden, as it n~veals all the households 
having difficulty paying the mortgage; using REO as 
an indicator is not as accurate since it does not include 
owners able to sell their property on the privah• market 
or ward off foreclosure temporarily. In general, ovvners 
burdened by their mortgages are concentrated in the 
core areas of the East Bay (Richmond and Oakland) and 
suburban areas of the North and East Bay. Although these 
households may be displaced by foreclosure, if they can 
stay in the neighborhood tht•y may actually bt>nefit from 
gentrification, as rising property values increase their home 
equity. 

finally, another income burden indicator readily available 
in the U.S. census is the share of neighborhood income that 
comes from newcomers to the area. If a relatively large 
share of aggregate neighborhood income comes from in
migra nts, the nature of the m•ighborhood might change in 
particular as the new income attracts retailers catering to 
the newcomers - and offering goods at prices unaffordable 
to long-time residents. Figure 9 maps neighborhood 
income for the Bay Area, indicating a high share of new 
income in the core areas identified by the susceptibility 
index, as wdl as in outer suburban areas not so likdy to 
gentrify. 

T<'nderloin, San Francisco 
Photo: Center for Community Innovation 



Figure 8. Preforedosure notices in the Bay Area, 2008. 

Source: Foreclosures.conL 
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figure 9. Share of aggregate household income from recent movers. 
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Using the Ea:dyWarning Toolkit: 
the Lake Merritt/ Chinatown case 
The Lake Merritt/Chinatown area provides an interesting 
GJSt:' not on1y bernuse of how the neighborhood is 
changing, but also because the early warning toolkit 
can help inform ongoing planning processes that will 
shapt' its future. TI1e City of Oakland is cummtly 
developing a station area plan for the neighborhood 
around the Lake Merritt BART Station, with the goal of 
cn~ating a more Hvabk and sustainablt• m•ighborhood by 
improving coordination between transportation and land 
use, improving mobility, and encouraging mixed-use 
development. In conjunction with the planning process 
and its own Development without Displacement project, 
ABAG a;varded Asian Health Services and the Oakland 
Chinatown Chambt•r of Commerce (along with Policy Link 
and the Center for Conmmnity Innovation as technical 
consultants) a small grant to conduct a community 
engagt•ment process before tht• planning prou~ss started. 
That engagement process, which included several public 
meetings, focus groups, and a survey, revealed several 
community priorities: in particular, preserving and 
increasing neighborhood open space, reducing crime, and 
improving pedestrian conditions. More than anything, 
it revealed deep bitterness among current and former 
community members who remembered the displacement 
that occurred with many previous redevelopment efforts, 
in particular the constmction of the BART Lake Tvforritt 
station, which demolished three blocks of Chinatown. 

Oakland, along with CalTrans and Alameda County, 
began urban renewal and highway construction efforts 
in the 1950s. Early projects, almost all involving the 
condemnation and acquisition of pn~dominantly residential 
properties, included the Nimitz Freeway, the Oakland 
Public Library, the Alameda County Administration 
Building, and Laney College. 

Lake Merritt Neighborhood, Oaklimd 
Photo: Center for Community Innovation 

The 1960s saw additional acquisition and demolition of 
residences and community facilities to construct tht• BART 
Lake Merritt Station, the BART administration building, 
the MTC administration building, and the Oakland 
Museum. By ilie 1980s, awarem•ss of the loss of housing 
in Chinatown had grown, and local nonprofits, including 
the East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, began 
building more affordablt• housing in ilie an•a. The pau~ of 
large-scale redevelopment slowed in the 1990s, with the 
exception of the Pacific Renaissance Plaza, which included 
200 units of market-rate housing, 50 units of affordabk 
housing, and space for the Asian Cultural Center and 
Oakland Asian Library. After the landlord evicted the 
affordable housing tenants, sewral community groups 
organized the Stop Chinatown Evictions Coalition, which 
fought successfully in court to restore the affordable units 
and construct more affordable units off-site. The Pacific 
Renaissance experience, compounded by the history of 
redevelopment and Mayor Jerry Brown's recent "10K" 
initiatiw to bring housing back downtown, has made the 
community very aware of how development pressures are 
shrinking the boundaries of Chinatown (Figures 10 & 11). 

In contrast, however, there is less concern for the potential 
for displacement through gentiification, in part because 
of the uncertainty owr its exh>nt. Local activists are aware 
that families are leaving for nearby suburbs, but it is 
unclear whether this is because of high rents, poor schools, 
rising crime, or some other motives. v\Thatevt•r tht• reason, 
many express a desire to return to the neighborhood. 

TI1e Lah Merritt/Chinatown study area includt•s the 
area adjacent to the Lake Merritt Bart station, consisting 
mostly of redeveloped superblocks with institutional and 
government users, and the intact grid in Chinatown to the 
west. The area in the inmwdiate vicinity of the station was 
already gentrifying in the 1990s, but Chinatown, to the 
west, was becoming increasingly low-income due to the 
continued influx of new immigrants (Figure 12). 



Figure 10. Oakland Chinatown boundaries, 1960. 
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Source: Center for Conununity Innovation. 

Figure 11. Oakland Chinatown boundaries, 2000. 
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Source: Cenk~r for Conununil_v lmtovation. 



Figure 12. Neighborhood change, 1990-2000. 
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Figure 13. Projected susceptibility to gentrification 
in the future, 2000-2010. 
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Figure 14. Share of workers who commute 
via publk transit, 2000. 
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Figure 15. Small parks per 1,000 people. 
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Figure 16. Share of white residents by block, 2000. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000. 

Figure 17. Foreclosures as a percent of owner occupied 
housing units, 2006-2007. 
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The early warning toolkit suggests that this area is highly 
suso:,ptible to gentrification in the future, with a score of 
16 out of the 19 indicators (Figure 13). Interestingly, the 
area does not have a high enough level of income diversity, 
household rent burden, or non-family housd10lds to 
score positively on those indicators, but it scores high 
on all of the others. In particular, it has a high level of 
amenifa~s, with a large share of transit commuters and 
small parks (Figures 14 and 1.5), and a wry low share of 
;vhite population (Figure 16). It also has a relatively high 
connmtration of foreclosures, likdy due to defaults in 
market-rate condominiums near the waterfront (Figure 17). 

\!\That, then, might the community lt•arn from the toolkit? 
First, the high susceptibility level should infom1 the 
residents that they will need to remain engaged. The 
m•ighborhood is likely to be very attractive to newcomers, 
and the existing residents will want to manage the change 
that is likely to happen. This will require a community 
t>ngagemt>nt proo:~ss that continues wdl bt•yond the station 
area planning process. 

From a policy and planning perspectiw, tht• most 
important intervention is to create permanently affordable 
housing. Since rent burden does not (yet) seem to be 
a critical issue, the focus should be on offering mon~ 
opportunities for low-income homeownership, to slow 
the pace of residential turnover. If rent burdens increase 
as newcomers arrive, rental assistance programs will be 
appropriate. 

One of the community's current strengths that may 
be slowing the pace of gentrification is the presence of 
families with children; to ensure that families remain as 
the neighborhood changt'S, new housing should include 
a disproportionate share of large units (>vith three or 
more bedrooms). Another strength--but one which may 
be attracting gentrification--is the concentration of small 
parks. Over tlw coming years, as t11e dty and developers 
enhance existing parks and build new public spaces, 
these parks should focus on the n~creational needs of 
existing residents (e.g., tlwir need for tai chi space) and 
celebrate existing culture rather than provide more generic 
amenifa~s. 

Conclusion and next steps 
This report offers an em·ly warning toolkit for predicting 
neighborhood change in the form of gentrification. 
Gentrification is perhaps not as common as many pt'ITeive 
it to be. Just 7% of Bay Area neighborhoods are gentrifying. 
However, these areas house a disproportionate share 
of the n•gion's transit stations. A number of diffonmt 
factors predict whether a neighborhood will gentrify, most 
importantly local amenities, transit commuting, and income 
diversity. Neighborhoods that scon• high on t11ese factors 
are ill-:.ely to gentrify at some point in the near future. This 
process of neighborhood change is particularly likely 
to result in the displau~ment of residents in t11e absence 
of certain housing policies, in particular rent control, 
preservation of affordable rental units, and rental assistance 
programs to ease t11e rent burden. 

This toolkit will help inform the many different planning 
processes in the Bay Area's new transit station and priority 
development areas. New development presents an 
opportunity to recapture value to benefit existing residents. 
A growing literatun~ on transit-orienh•d development 
and value capture suggests mechanisms from assessment 
districts to tax increment financing to development 
impact fees that could be leveragt•d to protect residents as 
neighborhoods experience reinvestment.26 Value capture 
policies, as well as other policies preserving affordable rental 
housing stock, might bt•st target the area within a 1/2-mile 
radius of the transit station, where pressures >vill be greatest. 

Future n~search should try to expand tht• reach of the 
toolkit. In pm·ticular, this project would benefit from a better 
understanding of the relationship between public investment 
and gentrification. If data on public improvements were 
added to the database, it would be possible to detem1ine 
the types of neighborhood change and the extent of 
gt>ntrification that might occur with diffonmt types and 
levels of public investment. Though we now understand 
better the relationship bet;veen rail transit investment and 
gt>ntrification, it is important to expand this n~search to 
examine the impacts of bus transit, as well as to determine 
the time frame of gentrification, in other words, how long 
after the transit investment it is likely to gt>ntrify. It would 
be valuable to understand the effects of neighborhood 
change on different subgroups of the population: for 
instann•, very low-income vs. low-income households, rent
burdened households, family households, and so forth. \Ve 
look forward to the publication of the 2010 census data, 
which wi11 allow us to refim~ this model and anticipate the 
next decade of change. 
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density neighborhoods more susceptible: in 
particular, higher levels of renter occupancy and 
higher shares of amenities. 

24 Again, however, controlling for all other factors, 
public housing actually makes gentrification less 
likdy, suggesting that some other variables an• 
intervening to make the influence of public 
housing seem positive. 

25 The California Housing Partnership provided the 
analysis of potential expiration for these maps. 

26 See Nadine Fogarty, Nancy Eaton, Dena Belzer, and 
Gloria Ohland, Capturing the Value of Transit. (Prepared for 
the Federal Transit Administration, U.S. Dl'.partment of 
Transportation, November 2008). 






